612NVE VAULT WITH COVER B-1
6'-0"x12'-0"x7'-0"
(NOMINAL INSIDE DIMENSIONS)

XH360 COVER
NV ENERGY NO. 24-1305
36" CAST IRON FRAME AND COVER

3660-6 GRADE RING

36" DIA.
ACCESS OPENING AND RING GROOVE

18"x18" KNOCKOUT
2 EACH END WALL
4 TOTAL

VAULT-
NV ENERGY STOCK NO. 24-1060
PRIMARY SPLICE OR EQUIPMENT VAULT

7"x7" KNOCKOUT
2 EACH END WALL
4 TOTAL

3" DUCT TERMINATORS
4 EACH END WALL
8 TOTAL

4" DUCT TERMINATORS
18 EACH END WALL
36 TOTAL

GALVANIZED PULLING IRONS
4 TOTAL

6'-0"

12'-0"

3'-6"

3'-6"

12'-10"

6'-10"

9'-4" OVERALL HEIGHT

3'-111/2"

4'-21/2"

LADDER, KNOCKOUTS, STRUT AND RACKING, AND DUCT TERMINATORS PER CURRENT NV ENERGY SPECIFICATIONS.

DESIGN LOAD: H-20 TRAFFIC.

FOR COMPLETE DESIGN AND PRODUCT INFORMATION CONTACT JENSEN PRECAST.